
Installation & Operating Instructions

• Suitable for use with luceco LBH154K, LBH154K3M, 
LBH154KMW, LBH154KMW3M.only.

• This product must be disconnected before insulation resistance testing of 
the lighting circuit.

• Check for electrical cables and pipes before installation.

• To maintain the IP65 rating of the bulkhead, a suitable 20mm cable gland 
should be used in conjunction with rubber insulated cable to ensure the 
supply cable is sealed in the gland. Failure to use a gland and/or rubber 
insulated cable may result in water ingress.

INSTALLATION

1. The bulkhead accessory is only suitable for surface mounting (wall or ceiling)

2. Surface mounted options may use rear cable entry for flush mounting or there 
is facility for surface conduit ‘besa’ box mounting or side conduit entry

3. On the LBH154K, remove the following:
Bezel and diffuser by twisting anti-clowise as shown (fig 1)
Rear trim)

4. If using side entry, remove the blank cover from the desired side 
of the cast base as shown (fig 2)

PART CODE: LBH154AMP/ LBH154AME/ 
LBH154AMS/ LBH154AMG
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For electrical Installation please see separate 
LBH154K instructions.

5. Insert white blank cover and re-fit screws for each 
remove cable entry blank

6. Insert the LBH154K body into the base, ensure the mounting surface is suitable 
for installation.  Once mounting points are decided, drill out mounting holes 
and any cable entry points needed

7. Fit diffuser and cast front, tighten 4 screws until tight to ensure 
IP65 rating (fig 3)
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8. If anti-tamper screws are required, use LBH154ATK (sold separately)

fig 3


